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Ten Years Later

~ David Whyte

When the mind is clear
and the surface of the now still,
now swaying water
slaps against
the rolling kayak,
I find myself near darkness,
paddling again to Yellow Island.
Every spring wildflowers
cover the grey rocks.
Every year the sea breeze
ruffles the cold and lovely pearls
hidden in the center of the flowers
as if remembering them
by touch alone.
A calm and lonely, trembling beauty
that frightened me in youth.
Now their loneliness
feels familiar, one small thing
I’ve learned these years,
how to be alone,
and at the edge of aloneness
how to be found by the world.
innocence is what we allow
to be gifted back to us
once we’ve given ourselves away.
There is one world only,
the one to which we gave ourselves
utterly, and to which one day
we are blessed to return.

WONDERINGS on the theme of RETURN
Leave-taking and return. Wasn’t it just a moment ago that we gathered for a service of gratitude and
sent one another off into the summer and all of its adventures? Now here it is, time to return…to
‘normal’, to school, to UFP…to life as usual.
I have indeed been hither and yon over these past months; one outing was a day-trip to Gananoque
to the Thousand Islands Playhouse to see a production of “Into the Woods.” I love this Sondheim
musical for its complexities of both music and message; it interweaves several fairy tales and is
layered with meaning, not the least of which is ‘moral relativism.’
But perhaps a more obvious motif is that of
heading into the woods…to begin a journey, to
have an adventure, to do what is expected. At
some point everyone has to go into the woods.
Face real life. Do what has to be done. Confront
giants.
And in the woods, friends are made, truths are
realized, innocence is lost, strength is found.
When the story ends, everyone heads home…back
to what was but what is no longer the same…no
longer the same because we ourselves have
changed.
It’s the classic hero’s adventure. We set off on journeys that
are filled with challenge and chaos and excitement, and in
the end we find that what we were searching for is right
here within us. So we return, older and wiser, and must
discover ways to be a part of our ‘usual’ worlds in new
ways, in our changed form.
In what ways were you changed this summer? What new
wisdom or strength or wound do you bring back with you
into our community? And what is it that you had left ‘at
home’ to which you even now want to return?
This month, we’re considering what it means to be a
‘community of return.’ We’ll explore what lessons and
gifts, what gains and losses, might be contained in the
journey of return. Even the return journey takes us into the
woods, into the unknown, and in Sondheim’s words, we go
“into the woods to get the thing that makes it worth the
journeying into the woods.”
Come on then, let’s return!
~ Rev. Julie

re·turn
rəˈtərn/
v.
1. To come or go back to a place or
person
2. To revert or recur
3. To make a reply or retort
4. To put, bring, take, give, or send
back to the original place, person,
position, etc.

n.
1. An act of coming or going back
to a place or activity
2. A reoccurrence
3. A profit from an investment;
reciprocation, repayment, or
requital

,

If you’ve picked this up in a hard copy, and would like to receive these monthly packets by
email, sign up to be on UFP’s email list, by sending a request to

office@peterboroughunitarian.ca

A STORY about RETURN
The Prodigal Son – A Parable from the New
Testament1
There once was a man who had two grown sons.
When the younger son asked for a share of the
property, the father divided his estate. The older son
stayed and worked hard on the farm, while the
younger son took his share, turned it into cash, and
set off for a distant country.
The younger son spent his time and money on loose
living until, at last, all his wealth was squandered.
As a great famine descended upon the land, the
younger son was without shelter or food. Pangs of
hunger drove him to seek employment. He went to
work as a swineherd for a local farmer. Each day as
he tossed the pigs their carob pods, he realized that
the pigs were better fed than he. He thought, “Even
the lowest servants in my father’s house have bread
to spare.”

From Rembrandt’s The Return of the Prodigal Son

He decided to return home and beg his father to take him in as a servant. He thought, “I will say that
I have sinned against heaven and before my father. I am not worthy to be a son.”
As the contrite young man approached his family home, his father saw him at a distance and ran out
to greet him. He compassionately threw his arms around the boy and kissed him. The son said,
“Father, I am not worthy to be your son. Consider me as a servant. I have sinned before heaven and
before you.”
But the father called to his servants, “Bring the best robe! Bring shoes fit for a free an not a servant!
Kill the fatted calf, prepare a feast, and make merry! My son was lost, but now he is found!”
The father led his son to a celebration of his return. There was music and dancing and merry making.
Meanwhile, the older son returned home from his work on the family farm and heard the music and
dancing. As he approached the house, he asked one of the servants the meaning of the celebration.
The servant told him how his father joyously celebrated his younger brother’s safe return.
The older brother’s face flushed crimson with rage. He refused to go into the house. His father came
out to entreat him to join the festivities. The son stubbornly protested, “All these years I have loyally
served you, never disobeying your command. You did not give me a party! Yet this spendthrift son
of yours, who wandered away and squandered the family money on vice and bawdy living, is
lavishly celebrated! Why!”
The father smiled warmly at his bristling son and explained, “My celebration of your brother’s return
takes away none of the love I have for you. Everything I have is already yours! As for all this
merrymaking, - I delight in the return of my wayward son. It is as if your brother had been dead but
came back to life. He was gone, but now he is found. This is indeed a reason to rejoice!”

1

As told in “Wisdom Tales from Around the World”, Heather Forest editor, p. 87

QUESTIONS for reflection on the theme of R ET U RN
 Where do you place yourself in the story of the prodigal son? With which
character do you most identify?
 What scares you about coming back/returning? What "cost" of changing
or returning seems just too high?
 When something is offered with an expectation that it be returned, does
this affect how you give, or how you receive? In what ways?
 When has something been returned to you a surprising or unusual way?
(a glance, a casserole dish, a favour…)


Do you hunger to return to what was? Returning to a significant place often has significant
effect. What does this teach you about the process of returning?



In her poem, Only Once, Denise Levertov says, “don't expect to return for more. Whatever
more there will be will be unique as those were unique.” Can we ever really return?



In her poem, Autumn Quince, Jane Hirshfield writes, “How sad they are, the promises we
never return to.” Are there things/promises/commitments to which you would like to return?

Chalice Lighting
RETURN

on

In the words of Gregory Orr:

Has the moon been up there
All these nights
And I never noticed?
A whole week with my nose
To the ground, to the grind.
And the beloved faithfully
Returning each evening
As the moon.
Where have I been?
Who has abandoned whom?
May the light of this chalice remind us to
notice how the sun and the moon
faithfully return to us with their light.
And may we be just so faithful to them in
return.

Table Grace on RETURN
As we prepare to take nourishment, we
acknowledge our participation in the great
cycle of nature. To bring food into our
bodies is both to receive what the earth has
offered to us and to return that nourishment
back to the earth.
We are part of a great circle of leaving and
returning, giving and receiving…a cycle
that sustains and creates both death and
birth. As one thing dies, something else is
always being reborn.
We are grateful for this cycle and humbly
take our part within it. For the earth and all
that it provides, let us give thanks.

Next month’s theme: RYHTHM
Do you have ideas for resources? A favourite novel, blog, poem, or movie? Maybe you’ve taken a photo
or done some artwork for the front page? Email your suggestions to office@peterboroughunitarian.ca.
We subscribe to “Soul Matters” a curriculum from Rev. Scott Taylor. Service Leaders and Covenant Group Facilitators
work with Rev. Julie Stoneberg to incorporate the theme into our programming & Sunday Services. Would you like to be
part of that creative process?

INSPIRATIONS on RETURN
If you love somebody, let them go, for if they
return, they were always yours. And if they don't,
they never were.
~ Khalil Gibran
At the heart of all creation lies a good intent, a
purposeful goodness, from which we come, by
which we live our fullest, and to which we shall at
last return…. Our work on earth is to explore,
enjoy, and share this goodness. Neither duty nor
suffering nor progress nor conflict—not even
survival—is the aim of life, but joy. Deep, abiding,
uncompromised joy.
~ Carl Scovel

You will die but the carbon will not; its career does
not end with you. It will return to the soil, and
there a plant may take it up again in time, sending
it once more on a cycle of plant and animal life.
~ Jacob Bronowski
The three hardest tasks in the world are neither
physical feats nor intellectual achievements, but
moral acts: to return love for hate, to include the
excluded, and to say, 'I was wrong'.
~ Sydney J. Harris
If I do not return to the pulpit this weekend,
millions of people will go to hell. ~ Jimmy Swaggart
Railway termini are our gates to the glorious and
the unknown. Through them we pass out into
adventure and sunshine, to them, alas! we return.
~ E. M. Forster
Because of this, originality consists in returning to
the origin.
~ Antoni Gaudi
Let me begin by saying that I am one of those
naturally wary people who considers the verb
'return' a kind of insidious threat.
~ John Burnham Schwartz

For once you have tasted flight you will walk the
earth with your eyes turned skywards, for there
you have been and there you will long to return.
~ Leonardo da Vinci
Sacrifice to me is something you do without
expecting something in return. ~ Marilyn Manson
My great hope is to laugh as much as I cry; to get
my work done and try to love somebody and have
the courage to accept the love in return.
~ Maya Angelou
The person who receives the most favors is the one
who knows how to return them. ~ Publilius Syrus
Our nature is goodness. Yes, we do much that is
bad, but our essential nature is good. If it were not,
then we would not be shocked and dismayed when
we harm one another. Forgiveness is the way that
we return what has been taken from us and restore
the love and kindness that has been lost.
~ Desmond Tutu
The return makes one love the farewell.
~ Alfred de Musset

There is nothing like returning to a place that
remains unchanged to find the ways in which you
yourself have altered.
~ Nelson Mandela
Gratitude is what we are able to return for the
tremendous gift of being alive on this planet.
~ Church of the Larger Fellowship
What I have done or failed to do has left no
noticeable mark on creation. What I do or don’t do
is of no moment now. Now I am here and grateful
to be touched, calmed, and healed by the immense
pattern of the universe. And when I die, it will be
an honor for my blood to return to the sea and my
bones to become the sand. Reassured, I am called
back to my life, to another day. ~ Elizabeth Tarbox

PRACTICING RETURN
Spiritual Exercise #1: Name What Needs to
Return
Renewal often comes through return. We get
25 steps down the road not realizing we had
left precious pieces behind. What's missing
when you look around? What have you let fall
from your life? Fun?
Forgiveness? Quiet? Time
for yourself? That weekly
night at the movies? A
Saturday walk in the
woods? Ambition? Art?
And how can you help it
return?
Your assignment: Name
something precious that you want to return to
your life. Spend the month making it happen.
Spiritual Exercise #2: See How You’ve
Changed
There is nothing like returning to a place that
remains unchanged to find the ways in which
you yourself have altered. ~ Nelson Mandela.
Return to a place or time in your past that once
brought you renewal. That path along the river
or view out over the city which helped you feel
that life had possibility again after the loss of
your job. Dig out that picture of the dog you
had as a kid…the one who slept with you and
comforted you. Even pull out that old wedding
dress, spread it out on the bed or dare to put it
on. Physically go there, or pull out the
scrapbook. Bring a friend along if that’s
helpful.
Going back doesn't always mean going
backwards. It often can mean gaining back
something we need now. Maybe that's exactly
the journey you have to make this month.
Reflect on Mandela’s words. After making this
return journey, in what ways do you find that
you yourself have changed? Write or draw
about it.

Spiritual Exercise #3: Sankofa
Sankofa is an African word which means
“return and retrieve it” and can have both
personal and social significance. Another way
to express the meaning of Sankofa would be:
“When we go back and reclaim our past,
understanding how and why we
came to be who we are today, we can
move forward with greater
confidence.”
Sometimes this concept is artistically
symbolized by a bird looking back
over its shoulder. As you look back
over your shoulder, what unfinished
business from your past would you
like to address so that you can move ahead
more easily and fruitfully with your personal
spiritual journey? In what ways could you
‘finish’ it?
Spiritual Exercise #4: A Changed View of
Return
Never in any case say I have lost such a thing,
but I have returned it. Is your child dead? It is
a return. Is your wife dead? It is a return. Are
you deprived of your estate? Is not this also a
return? ~ Epictetus
This might be a useful practice if you harbour
regret about losing something/someone or
find that you long to return to another time or
place when things were different. What if that
thing or person were never ‘yours’ in the first
place? Might you find a way to reframe that
loss as a return of a gift that was on loan to
you?

Resources on RETURN
ON THE WEB
How to Get Back to Work after a Career Break,
Carol Fishman Cohen http://tiny.cc/xhi4dy
How my mind came back to life — and no one
knew, Martin Pistorius
http://tinyurl.com/on2oqt5
A Doctor’s Touch…on returning to human touch in
medicine, Abraham Verghese
http://tinyurl.com/my2jfq5
Return of the Cicadas
https://vimeo.com/66688653
A Healing Homecoming: Sheldon Kennedy Returns
to Swift Current http://tinyurl.com/gljfebb
Canada's Return To UN Peacekeeping: Are We
There Yet? http://tinyurl.com/hn5295e
Boston Marathon Survivors Return To the Race; 3
Years After the Attack http://tinyurl.com/jyjusjn
Return to Nature for Spiritual Restoration
http://tinyurl.com/hxwrulc

Israelis, and their guide dogs, to the former sites of
Nazi genocide.
Coming Home (R, 1978) – A woman whose
husband is fighting in Vietnam falls in love with
another man who suffered a paralyzing combat
injury there.
Home for the Holidays (PG13, 1995 ) - After losing
her job, making out with her soon-to-be former
boss and finding out that her daughter plans to
spend Thanksgiving with her boyfriend, a woman
faces spending the holiday with her family.
Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey (G, 1993)
– Three pets escape from a California ranch to find
their owners in San Francisco.
The Judge (R, 2014) – A big-city lawyer returns to
his childhood home where his father, the town's
judge, is suspected of murder. He sets out to
discover the truth and, along the way, reconnects
with his estranged family.
Le Beau Serge (NR, 1958) – Francois comes back to
his home village in France after more than a
decade. He notices that the village hasn't changed
much, but the people have, especially an old friend.
Return to Oz (PG, 1985) - Dorothy, mysteriously
saved from a psychiatric experiment, is called back
to Oz when a vain witch and the Nome King
destroy everything that makes the magical land
beautiful.

MOVIES
Back to the Future (PG, 1985) – A 17-year-old high
school student, is accidentally sent 30 years into the
past in a time-traveling DeLorean invented by a
maverick scientist.
Beautiful Girls (R, 1996) – A piano player at a
crossroads in his life returns home to his friends
and their own problems with life and love.
Blind Love: A Holocaust Journey to Poland with
Man's Best Friend (Doc, 2016) - Focuses on Nazis
persecution of both Jews and the disabled through
the story of the remarkable pilgrimage of six blind

Swift Current (Doc, 2015) – Captures the fear, pain
and confusion that sexual abuse victims face for
many years into their adulthood. It also teaches
that there is hope on the other side of all the pain
and that education is the key to prevention.
This is Where I Leave You (R, 2014) - When their
father passes away, four grown siblings return to
their childhood home and live under the same roof
together for a week, along with their over-sharing
mother and an assortment of spouses, exes and
might-have-beens.
The Trip to Bountiful (PG, 1985) - In 1940s Texas,
an elderly woman is determined to visit her
childhood home for one last time.
You Can Count on Me (R, 2000) - A single mother's
life is thrown into turmoil after her struggling,
rarely-seen younger brother returns to town.

The Return: Fathers, Sons and the Land in Between
by Hisham Matar – 22 years after the fall of
Qaddafi, Matar returns to Libya. It is at once an
exquisite portrait of a nation and a people on the
cusp of change, and a disquieting depiction of the
brutal legacy of absolute power.

MUSIC
Come Back, Pearl Jam
http://tinyurl.com/gmlgkeu
Coming Home, Diddy-Dirty Money & Skylar Grey
http://tinyurl.com/lfftdha

BOOKS
The Circle of Simplicity: Return to the Good Life
by Cecile Andrews - Simplicity has, for many, been
a path to experience the joy in life, to cherish its
richness and vitality.
Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier - The story
follows a wounded Confederate soldier who takes
an odyssey journey to return home to the isolated
community where his love interest lives.
Gilead by Marilynne Robinson - A classically
prodigal child does not necessarily have an easy or
graceful transition back into his hometown.
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini - The
heartbreaking story of the unlikely friendship
between a wealthy boy and the son of his father's
servant.
The Return of Curiosity: What Museums are Good
For in the 21st Century by Nicholas Thomas Museums are assuming a new prominence in
public life. This book explores museums in the
modern age, offering a fresh perspective on the
vital function they serve as stewards of human and
natural history.
The Return of the Prodigal Son: A Story of
Homecoming by Henri J. M. Nouwen - A chance
encounter with a reproduction of Rembrandt's
painting catalyzed a spiritual adventure. Nouwen
shares the meditation that led him to discover the
place within where God has chosen to dwell.
A Return to Love: Reflections…by Marianne
Williamson - Author shares her reflections on “A
Course in Miracles” and her insights on the
application of love in the search for inner peace.
Return to Sender by Julia Alvarez - An awardwinning and timely story about the families of
undocumented workers.

Never Going Back Again, Fleetwood Mac
http://tinyurl.com/nezarjf
Return Again http://tinyurl.com/jdnfosh
Waters of Babylon, Sweet Honey in the Rock
http://tinyurl.com/jdnfosh
The River of No Return, Tex Williams
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1LFikDl8Eg
The Return, Rashad http://tinyurl.com/j3mvjdx
Return to Sender, Elvis Presley
http://tinyurl.com/mfs8h9n
The Point of No Return, Andrew Lloyd Webber
(Phantom of the Opera) http://tinyurl.com/hef6pty

Children’s Books on
RETURN
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back by Dr. Seuss
Found by Salina Yoon
Hank Finds an Egg by Rebecca Dudley
Return by Aaron Becker
The Return of the Buffaloes: A Plains Indian Story
about Famine and Renewal of the Earth by Paul Goble
Someday by Alison McGhee
The Tunnel by Anthony Browne
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
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